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ABSTRACT 
The uniformly one-connected matrices are irreducible matrices A = [aij] such 
that a~ 4:0 for i = 1 , . . . ,  n, and every zero entry of A is contained in a zero s x t 
submatrix with s + t = n - 1. They include many subclasses of matrices, including 
among others the unipathic matrices and the upper (lower) Hessenberg matrices. We 
derive the basic properties of the matrices in this class and show how to construct 
families of such matrices. We also show that the inverse of uniformly one-connected 
matrices enjoy many special properties even though they usually have no zero entries. 
We show how to use these special properties to conclude that a given matrix B is the 
inverse of a uniformly one-connected matrix. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be an n x n matrix. We will assume throughout  that A is 
i rreducible and satisfies aii :/: O, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n. We let N = {1, 2 . . . . .  n}. I f  
t~ c N and /3 c N, then A[ a I/3 ] is the submatrix in rows a and co lumns/3  
of A. We use the notat ion a ~ = N \ a.  For  any submatrix we def ine the size 
to be I~1 + 1/31. When A[a I /3] = 0, the condit ion on the entr ies aii insures 
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that aN/3=O.  The matrix A is reducible if and only if it has a zero 
submatrix of size n. Thus irreducible matrices must be such that, when 
A[a l /3 ]=0,  the size 1~1+1/31~<n-  1. The matrix A is called k- 
connected if a zero submatrix of largest size of A has size n - k. The matrix 
A is called uniformly k-connected if every zero entry of A belongs to a zero 
submatrix of size n - k. We will study the uniformly one-connected matrices 
(UIC matrices). 
The U1C matrices include, among others, the irreducible unipathic 
matrices and the upper Hessenberg matrices. If A is a UIC matrix and 
A[a I /3] = 0 satisfies ot tq /3 = Q and I~1 + 1/31 = n - 1, the unique inte- 
ger k satisfying {k} u a u /3  = N is called a minimal separator of A. The 
integer k is thus a minimal separator of A if and only if A[N\{k}] is 
reducible. To any minimal separator of A there may correspond more than 
one pair of subsets a,/3 such that {k} u otU/3-- -N,  A[~I/3] =0, and 
1~l+l /31=n-  1. 
We call a UIC matrix regular if 
(i) det A ~ 0, and 
(ii) for each separator k of A, det A[N\  {k)] ~ 0. 
Thus when A is a regular UIC matrix, B --- A -1 exists. Let B = [bij]. The 
entry bij of B is called a primary entry of B if aij ~ O. Otherwise b i, is 
called a nonprimary entry of B. The motivation for the definition of regular- 
ity for the U1C matrix A is provided by the fact (proved in Section 4) that, 
when A is regular, all of the nonprimary entries of B are uniquely deter- 
mined by well-defined algebraic formulas involving only the primary entries 
of B. The derivation of such formulas is a consequence of the connection 
between zero entries of the matrix A and vanishing minors of B derived in 
[5]. 
We will also show in Section 4 that if appropriate almost principal minors 
of the matrix B vanish and certain key principal minors of B are nonzero, 
then B -1 = A exists and must be a U1C matrix with the zero-nonzero 
pattern associated with the primary entries of B. 
A consequence of the fact that the nonprimary entries of B are uniquely 
defined by the primary entries is that certain algebraic relations exist among 
the principal minors of B. Such formulas for det B are derived in Section 4. 
What is the class of U1C matrices? We derive in Section 3 a useful graph 
theoretic haracterization f the directed graph D(A) of the U1C matrix A. 
Using it we show how to completely characterize the combinatorially sym- 
metric U1C matrices. Our characterization f D(A) for U1C matrices also 
implies a unique minimal path condition which is essential to the derivation 
of the algebraic formulas for nonprimary entries of B --- A- 1. 
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Section 5 contains methods for constructing U1C matrices of larger size 
from those of a given size. These results are related to some of those in [2] 
and [6] previously used in constructing certain families of maximal sign- 
nonsingular matrices. Although many new (and unexpected) families of U IC 
matrices are obtainable by the methods of Section 5, it is by no means true 
that all such matrices can be so constructed, as we show by an example. 
The notion of regularity mentioned above is intended to insure that 
A ~ = B exists and that diagonal entries bkk =/= 0 for k a separator of A. It 
turns out, however, that regularity often also implies that certain other 
primary entries of B are necessarily nonzero. We investigate this phe- 
nomenon in Section 6. We also discuss circumstances when the regularit?' 
condition (ii) for A is implied by the conditions det A ¢ 0 and ai~ ~ 0 for 
i=1 ,2  . . . .  ,n.  
We make extensive use of the results obtained in [5]. Our work is related 
also to some of the work contained in [1], [7], and [8]. 
Finally, in Section 2 we derive the necessary preliminary results and 
identi~ the key concepts to be used throughout our work. 
2. PREL IMINARY CONCEPTS AND RESULTS 
With A an n Xn  irreducible matGx with aik 4=0, i=  1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  we 
associate the directed graph (digraph) D( A) = (N, E)with (i, j )  ~ E if and 
only if aij ~ 0, for i ~ j .  Thus D(A)  is simple, finite, and loop-free and 
precisely defines the zero-nonzero pattern of A. A sequence (i 1, i 2 . . . . .  i r) is 
called a path in D(A) if these integers are distinct and (i~, ik+ ~) E E for 
k = 1 . . . .  , r - 1. The corresponding product ai~i2ai2i~ "" air ~i~ is called a 
path in A. We call i I the initial vertex of the path and i r the terminal vertex 
of the path. We use the notation p(i --*j) to denote a path in D(A) with 
initial vertex i and terminal vertex j .  The sequence (i 1 . . . . .  it, i l) is called a 
cycle in D(A) i f ( i  1 . . . . .  Jr) is a path and (i r, i l) ~ E. The length of the path 
(i 1 . . . . .  i t)  is r -  1, and the length of the cycle (i 1 . . . . .  ir, i l) is r. The 
product ai,i2 "" air l iraGil is called a cycle of A. We denote a cycle of D(A) 
by c. 
The digraph D(A) is strongly connected (strong) if, given any two 
distinct vertices i and j, there is a path p(i --~j) in D(A). The matrix A is 
irreducible if and only if D(A)  is strong. 
Let D(A) be strong. A subset T of vertices of D(A) separates j from i if 
every path in D(A)  from i to j contains a vertex of 7- I f  T separates j from i 
for some distinct pair of integers i and j, 3' is called an i, j separator of 
D(A).  I f  3' is an i, j separator and contains no proper subset which is an i, j 
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separator, then y is called a minimal i, j separator. Clearly if the separator 3~ 
is removed from N the resulting induced subdigraph D' has at least two 
strong components. 
Note that if A --- [a~j] with aij ~ 0 for all i and j then A satisfies the 
condition for uniform one-connectedness vacuously. For this reason we 
permit such a matrix as a special case. 
3. SOME BASIC PROPERTIES OF U1C MATRICES 
In order to obtain the properties of inverses of UIC matrices and to 
identify important subsets of such matrices, we require two fundamental 
results. 
THEOREM 3.1. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) A is an n × n UIC matrix; 
(ii) in D(A), /f (i, j )  f~ E, i.e., if  a t . = O, then there exists a minimal 
i, j separator consisting of a single vertex ~; 
(iii) Given a pair of vertices i, j in D( A), with two internally disjoint 
paths p(i ~ j )  and q(i ~ j ) ,  then ( i , j )  ~ E; 
(iv) in D(A), if  (i, j )  ~ E, then evenj minimal i, j separator consists of 
a single vertex. 
Proof. I fa i j  = 0, it is contained in the zero submatrix A[ a I/3 ] where 
a n/3 = • and  Ic~l + 1/31 = n - 1. Then the (n - 1) × (n - 1) matrix 
A[N \ {k}] contains a zero submatrix of size n - 1 and so is reducible, 
showing that (i) implies (ii). That (ii) implies (iii) follows easily from Menger's 
theorem. 
Now suppose (iii) holds and that S~j is a minimal_ i, j separator, and let 
x, y be a pair of distinct vertices in S~j. Define 0 i = {vertices reachable from 
i in ( N \ Sij)} and Ij = {vertices that can reach j in ( N \ S~j)}. Obviously, 
• t - -  , t  Oi fq ~ = O. Moreover, there exists ~ ~ O, and two paths p(z ~ x) and 
q(i' ~ y) whose common vertex is i'. Similarly, there exists j '  ~ Ij and 
paths p'(x ~ j ' )  and q' (y  ~ j ' )  whose only common vertex is j ' .  The paths 
p(i' --* x)p' (x ~ j ' )  and q(i' --} y)q '( y --* j ' )  are internally disjoint, so we 
may apply (iii); hence ( i ' , j ' )~  E. But then S~j is not a minimal i , j  
separator, contrary to our assumption. Thus (iii) implies (iv). 
Let D(A) be a UIC digraph, and suppose k separates vertex j from 
vertex i. Define/3 to be the set of vertices of D(A) reachable from i only by 
paths containing vertex k as an interior vertex. Let a be the remaining 
vertices in N \ {k}. Then i ~ a and j ~/3,  so these sets are not empty. By 
construction a N /3 = O, and by virtue of the fact that D(A) is strong 
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la U/31 = n - 1. Now it is clear that if i '  ~ a and j '  ~ /3  the arc ( i ' , j ' )  is 
not in E. Thus ai, j, = 0 for all such pairs, and A[al/3] = 0 and has size 
n - 1. It follows that A is a U1C matrix. • 
It follows from this result that every minimal separator of a U1C matrix 
consists of a single index and hence that every maximal zero submatrix has 
size n - 1. Moreover, if we define a UIC digraph to be a digraph with the 
property that every minimal separator consists of a single vertex, then the 
theorem implies that A is a U1C matrix if and only if D(A) is a U1C 
digraph. Finally, it seems reasonable to drop the adjective minimal, since the 
only separators we will use henceforth consist of a single element. 
This theorem has a number of interesting consequences. For the purpose 
of studying inverses we need the following. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A be a UIC matrix and suppose a~j = O. Then there 
exists a unique shortest path in D( A) from i to j, and every interior vertex of 
this path is a separator of D( A). 
Proof. Since aij = 0, the arc (i, j )  does not belong to D(A). Suppose 
there are two shortest paths from i to j, say p(i ~ j )  and q(i ~j ) .  Either 
they coincide or there exist vertices i0 and J0 such that p(i o ~Jo) and 
q(io ~jo)  have i 0 and j0 as their only common vertex. At least one of 
p(io ~jo)  and q(i o ~jo)  has length two or more and we may assume 
without loss of generality that p(i ~ i o) = q(i ~ io). If both p(i o -*Jo) and 
q(io -*jo) have length at least two then (io,jo) ~ E and the path p(i 
io)(io, Jo)P(Jo --* J) is shorter than either p(i -~ j) or q(i --* j), contradicting 
the fact that these are shortest paths. Thus we may assume that p(i o -~ jo) = 
(io,Jo). It follows that P(Jo --*J) must be longer than q(Jo ~ J )  since both 
paths have the same length from i to j. But this implies that the path 
p(i ~jo)q(jo ~ j )  is shorter than either p(i ~ j )  or q(i ~j) ,  a contradic- 
tion. Hence the paths coincide and the shortest path from i to j is unique. 
Next let k be an interior vertex on the shortest path p(i --* j) from i to j. 
Let i o precede k on p(i -~j) and let jo follow k on the path. If k does not 
separate j0 from i 0 on p(i ~j) ,  there is a path q(i o ~Jo) with only the 
vertices i0 and j0 in common with p(i o ~jo). Hence the arc (i0,j0) ~ E, 
and the path p(i ~ ioXio,Jo)p(jo --*j) is shorter than p(i ~j ) ,  again a 
contradiction. Thus k must separate i 0 and j0 and is a separator for D(A). 
We remind the reader that the matrix A is combinationally symmetric (a 
CS matrix) if aij ~ 0 implies a, i ~ 0 for i ~ j .  For such matrices we can also 
use the graph G(A)= (N, E~ defined as follows. The edge [i,j] ~ E if 
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a~j =~ 0, i.e., the edge replaces the pair of arcs (i, j )  and (j, i) which both 
belong to D(A). If A is an irreducible CS matrix, then G(A) is connected, 
and vice versa. A graph with no one vertex separators i  called a nonseparable 
graph if it is connected and nontrivial. A block of a graph is a maximal 
nonseparable subgraph. The graph G is called a block graph if every block of 
G is a clique, i.e., a complete subgraph (see [4, Chapter 3] for these ideas). 
THEOREM 3.3. The n X n CS matrix A is an irreducible UIC matrix if 
and only if G(A) is. a block graph. 
Proof. Suppose first that A is an irreducible U1C matrix which is also a 
CS matrix. Let i and j belong to a block of G(A). This implies that, either 
there are disjoint paths p(i -~j)  and q(i -~j)  in D(A) so that ( i , j )  ~ E, or 
the edge [i,j] is itself a block. Thus every block of G(A) is a clique. For 
the converse suppose G(A) is a block graph and suppose i and j are such 
that a~j = 0. Let k be any vertex separating these vertices, and consider 
the sets X, = {i} u X,0 and Xj = {j} u Xjo, where X,0 (respectively Xjo) is 
the set of vertices connected to i (respectively j )  by a path not containing 
vertex k. Then for any i' ~ X i and j '  ~ Xj we must have a~,j, = aj, v = O. 
Thus the submatrices A[X~ IX j] and A[Xj I X~] are zero submatrices, and 
Ix~l + IXjl = n - 1, since A is irreducible. It follows that A is a U1C matrix. 
4. INVERSES OF REGULAR UIC MATRICES 
Since A is regular, B = A 1 exists. I~t us partition the entries of B into 
two subsets as follows. Call the entry bq a primary entry of B if aq ~ 0; 
otherwise b~j is called a nonprimary entry. We are going to show that, when 
the primary entries of B are determined, the nonprimary entries are uniquely 
defined in terms of the primary entries by well-defined algebraic formulas. 
To this end let A[ ol[ /3 ] = 0 be a submatrix of size n - 1 of A, and let k 
be the unique integer satisfying k = N \ (o~ U/3). Then, by Theorem 4 of 
[5], for each i ~ a and j ~/3  we have det B[i, k I j, k] = 0. Using this result 
we can prove the following. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A be an n X n irreducible UIC matrix and suppose A 
is regular and let aij = O. Then, if (i 1 . . . . .  it), i 1 = i, i r = j ,  is the shortest 
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path in D( A) f rom i to j ,  we have b i~ 4= 0 for  k = 2 . . . . .  r - 1, and 
bili2bi=i3 " "  bi~_l(~ 
biJ = bi~ i bill3 "'" b~ 
• 2 ~ , r - l l r  ] 
(4.1) 
Proof. We may assume the primary entries bij are determined. Since A 
is regular, bkk 4= 0 for k a separator of A. Now suppose aij = 0, and let 
(i 1 . . . . .  i~), where i~ = i and i~ =j ,  be the unique shortest path in D(A)  
from i to j. We proceed by induction on r, the length of the path. If 
r = "2 for a shortest path from i to j, we have the path (i, k , j ) .  Then 
det B[i, k I j, k] = 0 and hence bij = bikbkj/bkk. Assume the formula cor- 
rect for all paths of length less than r, and let (i i . . . . .  i,), i t = i, i~ =j ,  be 
the shortest path from i to j. Then (i l . . . . .  i~_ l) must be the shortest path 
from i~ to i r_  I ,  and by the inductive hypothesis we have 
b i l i r  1 
b i l l2  ' ' "  bit  2 i t  I 
) i2 i2  " ' "  b i t  2 i t  2 
But we also have det B[il, i,__~lir_ 1, it] = 0, SO that bi~i~ = bi,ir b~, 1i~/ 
bi~ ~_ .  Substituting the above formula for b~,,~, into this equation ~elds 
the desired result. [] 
The formulas (4.1) show that every nonprimary entry of the inverse of a 
regular U1C matrix is uniquely determined by the primary entries. Our next 
result is an application of Theorem 8 of [5] as it applies to the ease of a U 1C 
matrix. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let B be irreducible, and suppose det B[ N \ {i}] ~ 0 fl~r 
i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n. Let A be an irreducible UIC matrix having zero entries with 
a,  ~0 for  i = 1,2 . . . . .  n. Suppose that {k t ,a  1,ill}, l = 1,2 . . . . .  r, is a 
finite set of partitions of N corresponding to a set of zero submatrices 
A[ ce I I ill] = 0 of size l azl + I/3zl = n - 1 which contains all of the zero 
entries of A. Then B-  a exists and has a zero everywhere that A has a zero !f 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) For at least one value of  l, det B[a  t U {kl}] :~ 0 and 
det BIB t U {kl}] :~ 0. 
(ii) For each l, det B[i, k I l j ,  k~] = 0 for i ~ ~,  j ~ ill. 
The matrix B -1 may have a zero entry somewhere where A has a 
nonzero entry unless A is such that the removal of any arc from D(A) 
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results in a digraph which is not strong (see [5, Theorem 10]). But, if an entry 
of B -1 for which a~j ¢: 0 is zero for all choices of the magnitudes of the 
entries of B consistent with conditions (i) and (ii), then the matrix B-1 has a 
different zero pattern from that of the matrix A. 
Let us investigate B more closely. To this end we prove the following 
result, valid quite generally. 
LEMMA4.6. Let  B = A -1, and suppose A[ a l /3 ] = O with a n /3 = Q 
and I~1 + 1/31 = n - 1. Then the submatr ix  B[a  U {k} I/3 t.J {k}], where 
k = N \ (~  t3 /3), has rank one. 
Proof. We can find permutation matrices P and Q such that 
[bc B[=I/31] PB[= u {k} I/3 u {k}]Q = k ' 
where b c = [bit k "'" bipk] T, b r = [bkj 1 "'" bkjq], ~ = {i 1 . . . . .  ip}, /3 = 
{ j l , ' " ,  jq}, P >/ 1, q >~ 1, and p + q = n - 1. Then it is easy to verify that 
we must have b~j,=b~,kbkj,/bkk for 1 ~<s ~<p and 1 ~<t ~<q. It follows 
that 
PB[~ LJ {k l l /3  t.j {kl]Q = CR,  
where C is the column matrix [b~k/bkk ... bipk/bkk 1] T and R is the row 
matrix [bkk bkj ~ ... bkjq]. Since PB[a  t_J {k} I/3 t.j {k}]Q is a rank one 
matrix, B[ a LJ {k} I B LJ {k}] is also. • 
We now have the following basic result also valid in general. 
THEOaEM 4.7. Let B =A -1, and suppose bkk ~0 andA[~l /3 ]=O 
with  ~ O /3 = 0 ,  [ e l + J /3 J = n - 1, and k = N \ ( a U /3 ). Then we have 
det B[ot  t3 {k}] det B[/3  t3 {k}] 
(let B = (4.2) 
bkk 
Proof. By Lemma 4.6 the submatrix B[ot U {k} I/3 t.J {k}] has rank one. 
This matrix has size n - 1 and contains only the entry bkk on the principal 
diagonal of B. For each 1 ~< s ~< p, multiply row k of B by bi~k/bkk and 
subtract the resulting vector from row i s of B to produce the matrix B. Then 
the submatrix B[ a I/3 LJ {k}] = 0. Since this matrix has size n and does not 
intersect the princip~ diagonal of B, B is reducible. The principal submatrix 
B[cr] has the entries bq, 1 ~< i ~< p, 1 <~j ~< p, where b~j = bij - b ikbk j /bkk .  
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Clearly det B[~]bkk = det B[a tO {k}]. We also have B[/3 U {k}] = 
B[/3 U {k}]. By the reducibility of B we have 
det B = det B[ot] det ~[/3 u {k}] 
det B[ol U {k}] det B[/3 U {k}] 
bk~ 
Since det B = det B, the result follows. 
Now suppose A[a ' l f l ' ]  = 0 with ce' n /3 '  = •, la'] u I/3'1 = 1/31, 
o~' c ( /3u{k}) ,  /3' c ( /3u{k}) ,  and k' ~( /3u{k})  such {k'} u a '  u 
/3' = 13 u {k}. Then by Lemma 4.6 the submatrix B[ a '  U {k'} I/3' u {k'}] 
is a rank one submatrix of B[/3 U {k}], and by Theorem 4.7 we have 
det u {k}] det B[/3' u {k'}] 
det B[ ]3 U {k}] = (4.3) 
bk'k' 
It follows from (4.2) and (4.3) that 
det B [a  U (k}] det B[cr' U {k}] det B[/3' U {k}] 
det B = (4.4) 
if k' = k. If k' 4= k, then we have k' ~ a '  u /3 '  and our formula takes the 
form 
det B[ol U {k}] det B[o~, U {k, k'}] det B [a  e U {k'}] 
det B = , (4.4') 
bkkb~,k, 
where either O/1 -~- 0~' \ {k'} if k' ~ a' and a 2 =/3' ,  or al =/3 '  \ {k') if 
k' ~ /3 'and  a 2=a ' .  
Clearly this process can be repeated to obtain more detailed formulas for 
det B when A has several zero submatrices of size n - 1. We present an 
example to illustrate the results. 
EXAMPLE 4.8. Consider the 10 x 10 CS matrix which is a U1C matrix 
with graph shown in Figure 1. For the inverse B = A -~ we obtain the 
formula 
det B[1,2,3]det B[3, 4, 5, 6] det B[3,7,8]det  B[8,9, 10] 
det B = b~3bss 
by using Lemma 4.6 and Theorem 4.7 repeatedly. 
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5. THE FAMILY OF U IC  MATRICES 
Consider first the set of n × n matrices A for which D(A)  is strong and 
unipathic, i.e., the set of irreducible unipathic matrices. Each vertex x of 
D(A)  satisfies indegree x = outdegree x (see [7]). Hence we can define the 
degree of x, d(x), to be this common value. A vertex x of D(A) is called 
pendant if d(x) = 1 and x belongs to a 2-cycle of D(A). It is easy to see 
that every vertex of D(A)  which is not pendant is a separator of D(A), and 
that every separator of D(A)  consists of a single vertex. Thus D(A)  is UIC,  
and so A is a U IC  matrix. 
We can discover additional sets of U IC  matrices by using two methods of 
passing from n x n matrices to (n + q) x (n + q) matrices for various 
values of n and q. Here is the first such method. By a q-clique augmentation 
of the n × n matrix A at the nonzero entry aij we mean a(n  + q) x (n + q) 
matrix 
B= L Aq 
where Aq is a q X q matrix with all entries nonzero, U is an n x q matrix 
with all entries in row i nonzero and all other entries zero, and L is a q X n 
matrix with all entries in column j nonzero and all other entries zero. 
2 7 9 
w 
8 10 T 
4 6 
FIG. 1. G(A) for a 10 × 10 CS matrix. 
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THEOREM 5.1. I f  A is a UIC matrix and B is a q-clique augmentation o f  
A, then B is a UIC matrix. 
Proof. First suppose A[ a I /3 ] = 0 has size n - 1. Then  e i ther  the rows 
of  U or the co lumns /3 of  L are all zero, but  not both. Hence  in B we 
have e i ther  B [a l /3* ]=0 of  size n -  1 +q or Bier* I /3]  =0 of  size 
n - 1 + q. In addit ion we have U[T I  6] = 0 with 13,1 + I~1 = n - 1 + q 
and L [T '  I 6 ' ]  = 0 of  size q + n - 1. Since every zero entry of  A belongs to 
an A[ a [/3 ] = 0 of  size n - 1, it follows that every zero entry of  B belongs 
toa  B[a ' l /3 ' ]  = 0 o fs i ze  n + q - 1. • 
We turn next to a method  related to previous results cal led 1-1inking 
(see [2] and [6]). Let  A be an m Xm matrix and B be an n Xn  mat~x, 
and suppose a ..... =b  H =a 0. Then  the jo in of A and B at a 0 is the 
(n+m-  1) X (n  +m-  1) matrix 
In0 °l C =A*B = r m a 0 r,, , 
0 2 c,, B 0 
where  c,,, is the co lumn vector  (q  . . . . . . . .  a ...... ) r  r,,, = (a,,,~ . . . . .  a ...... -1), 
r n = (b~2 . . . . .  hi,), e,  = (b21 . . . . .  bnl), and 0~ is (m - 1) X (n - 1) and 0 2 
is (n  - 1) X (m - 1). Now let D be the (m - 1) x (n - 1) matrix with a 
nonzero entry at dij  i f  and only i f  au, # 0 and bu; + 1 vs O. Then the matrix [,o] 
M=C + Ob 0~, ' 
where 0, is (m-1)Xm,  0 b is n Xm,  and 0~ is n X(n -1 ) ,  is the 
I - l inking of  A to B. 
THEOREM 5.2. I f  A is an m X m UIC matrix and B is an n X n UIC 
matrix, then the 1-1inking o f  A to B is an (m + n - 1) X (m + n - 1) U1C 
matrix. 
Proof. I~t  A[~I /3 ]  = 0 with I~1 +/31= rn - 1. Then  M[a U {m + 
1 . . . .  m + n} I /3] = 0 and has size n + m - 2 Similarly, i f  B[cq I /3] = 0 
with size n - 1, then M[a l  /3 U {1,2 . . . . .  m - 1}] = 0 and has size 
n + m - 2. The  submatr ix 0 2 has size m + n - 2. Hence  it remains to show 
that every zero entry in D must be long to a zero submatrix of  size m + n - 2. 
Let  dq  = 0; then ami = 0 or b~ +1 = 0 or both. Suppose am~ = 0. Then  a,,, 
is an entry in a zero submatr ix o't ~ A[ cr I /3 ] of  size m - 1. But each row of D 
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corresponding to an integer in a is zero by virtue of the fact that amj = 0 for 
j ~ a.  Hence the submatrix M[a I ~ U {m + 1 . . . . .  m + n - 1}] = 0 and 
has size m + n - 2. A similar argument works if bi.j+ 1 = 0. I f  both are zero, 
we obtain two zero submatrices of size m + n - 2 containing the entry dij. 
Here is an application of  Theorem 5.1. The proof  is left to the reader. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let A 1 be a q~ × ql matrix with all entries different from 
zero, and construct A2, A 3 . . . . .  A m by a sequence of q-clique augmentations 
for a sequence q2, q3 . . . . .  qm augmenting at each step using a diagonal entry 
of A i to obtain Ai+ 1. The set of all matrices constructed in this way is the 
same as the set of all UIC matrices which are also CS matrices. 
Let A be a matrix with D(A)  having the following property. There exists 
at least one pair of vertices i and j with ( i , j )  not an arc of D(A)  and such 
that at least two internally disjoint paths from i to j exist in D(A) .  Then 
aij = 0. Let us define a new matrix A* obtained from A by setting aij = 0 to 
some value other than zero each t ime the above condition occurs. Then by 
Theorem 3.1 A* is a U IC  matrix, and we call it the UIC completion of A. 
Here are two examples. 
EXAMPLE 5.4. The matrix A has the form shown: 
X X X 0 X X X X 
A= x 0 A*= 0 x 0 
0 x ' 0 x " 
0 0 0 0 
Here there exist paths (1, 2, 4) and (1, 3, 4) in D(A) ,  but (1, 4) is not an arc. 
Replacing a14 = 0 by a nonzero entry yields A*, which is a U1C matrix. 
EXAMPLE 5.5. In this case we have the following matrix: 
A = 
x x 0 x x x x x 
x x x 0 A,  = x x x x . 
0 x x x x x 
X 0 X X X X 
We have for D(A)  a 
(1, 2, 3) and (1, 4, 3) are 
this example is the 4 × 
symmetric 4-cycle. Hence, for instance, the paths 
present, and a13 = 0. The U1C completion to A* in 
4 matrix with all entries nonzero. 
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A special case of the q-clique augmentation is the case where q = 1. 
Essential use of this case has been introduced and investigated by Brualdi 
and Shader [3], where it was shown that, with appropriate sign pattern 
information, this technique could be used to generate all S2NS matrices. In 
[3] the 1-clique augmentation used was called conformal copying. 
It is by no means true that all U1C matrices can be generated from small 
matrices by using the two constructions defined by q-clique augmentation 
and 1-1inking. Here is an example of one that cannot. 
EXAMPLE 5.6. 
-X 
X 
0 
A7= 0 
0 
0 
0 
x x 0 0 0 0 
x 0 0 0 0 0 
x x x 0 x 0 
0 0 x x 0 0 
0 x x x 0 0 
0 0 0 0 x x 
0 x 0 0 x x 
The corresponding digraph is shown in Figure 2. Here we are using tile 
convention that an edge without an arrow, e.g. [1.2], denotes a pair of 
oppositely directed arcs. 
This matrix is an example of a vertex-critical matrix, i.e., eyeD, vertex of 
D(A)  is a separator. 
2 6 
D 
FIG. 9.. The directed graph D(A7). 
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6. ON REGULARITY AND THE PRIMARY ENTRIES OF B = A -~ 
As is by now clear, the concept of regularity we have imposed upon a 
U1C matrix is designed to insure that B = A -1 exists and that bkk ¢ 0 when 
k is a separator of A. It turns out that condition (ii) frequency implies that 
other primary entries of B are nonzero. It also happens that condition (ii) can 
be a consequence of condition (i) and the basic hypothesis that a .  ¢ 0, 
l <<. i <<. n. 
Let us first observe the following consequence of condition (ii). Since k is 
a separator, it follows that if a, /3 are any pair such that {k} U a U/3 = N 
and A[a[/3] = 0, then det A[N\  {k}] ~ 0 implies that 
det A[N\  {k}] = det A[c~ U /3] = det A[a] det A[/3]; 
hence for every such pair we have det A[ a ] ~ 0 and det A[ 13 ] ~ 0. 
The following result is fundamental. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let A be a regular UIC matrix, and suppose ( i , j )  is the 
only path from i to j in D(A). Then bij ~ O. 
Proof. 
obtained from A by setting aij 
to the form 
Since (i, j )  is the only path from i to j in D(A), the matrix 
to zero is reducible. Thus we may permute A 
where a.. corresnonds to the unique nonzero entry in A 2. By the cofactor 
tj  t -  h formula of [9] we see t at 
det A[N\ {i,j}] det Al( i)  det A4(j) 
biJ = -t-aiJ det A = -I-aij det A ' 
where Al(i) is the matrix obtained from A 1 by crossing out row and column 
i, and similarly A4(j) is obtained from A 4 by crossing out row and column j. 
On the other hand, 
det A[N\{ i} ]  det AI(i) det A 4 
b.  = det A = det A ~ 0, 
hence det Al(i) ~ O. Similarly det A4(j) :~ 0. Thus b~j ~ 0. 
A matrix A is called arc-critical if it is irreducible and setting any 
nonzero entry aij to  zero results in a reducible matrix. 
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COROLLARY 6.2. Let A be an arc-critical and regular UIC matrix. Then 
the only primary entries of B = A-1 which can be zero are diagonal entries 
corresponding to vertices of D(A) which are not separators. 
Proof. Follows immediately from the fact that if A is arc-critical then 
(i,j) is the only path from i to j for each arc ( i , j )  in D(A). • 
The arc-critical U1C matrices are precisely the irreducible unipathic 
matrices. 
An example of an arc-critical matrix which is not a U1C matrix is the first 
matrix in Example 5.4. Notice that the U1C matrix obtained by completion in 
this case is also not arc-critical. 
Theorem 6.1 obviously applies to many situations other than the are- 
critical matrices. 
Here is another basic result. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let A be a regular U1C matrix which is also a CS matrix. 
Then the primary entry bq of B = A-1 is different from zero if and only if 
det A[7 \  { f l i T \  {i}] # 0, where (Y) is the (unique) block of G(A) con- 
taining the vertices i and j. 
Proof. Recall that (3, } is the subgraph of G(A) induced by the vertices 
in y. Since (y )  is a clique of G(A), the corresponding principal submatrix 
A[T] has all entries different from zero. Thus for each i ~ j  in (y )  we have 
aij ~ 0 and aji 4= O. Thus bij and bji are primary entries of B and we have, 
for example, 
bij = ! 
det A[T \  {j} IT \  {i}] det A[N \ T] 
det A 
Now det A[ N \ y ] is a product of nonvanishing minors of A corresponding 
to det A[N \ {k}] for each k which is a separator of D(A) belonging to y. It 
follows that bq --/= 0 if and only if det A[T \  {j}l 3 ' \  {i}] v~ O. • 
Notice that it follows from Theorem 6.1 and 6.3 that if G(A) is a tree, 
every primary entry of B = A- 1 is nonzero except possibly for those diagonal 
entries corresponding to pendant vertices of G(A). Since G(A) always has at 
least two pendant vertices, this possibility always exists. 
Obviously there are many special circumstances in which many or even all 
primary entries of B are nonzero as a consequence of regularity. 
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